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(NAPSA)—The utilities sector
has historically been a safe-haven
for investors. In the past few
years, trends such as deregula-
tion, coupled with recent corpo-
rate scandals, such as those of
Enron and WorldCom, have radi-
cally changed the landscape of
utilities. Although the sector has
experienced volatility over the
past few years, there are many
indicators pointing toward a
rebound.

Many believe that the sector
has seen the bottom and is now
poised for growth opportunities.
Judith A. Saryan, manager of
Eaton Vance Utilities Fund,
believes that we have “either seen
the worst or at least very close to
it.” In particular, one significant
factor points to positive momen-
tum. On a valuation basis, utili-
ties are looking very attractive
and are often selling at better val-
ues than other sectors of the mar-
ket. The instances of corporate
scandal have caused the compa-
nies within the industry to re-
structure, cut expenses, and put
extra emphasis on honest finan-
cial statements. Accounting prac-
tices are being monitored more
closely than ever. Against the
backdrop of the overall market
showing signs of a recovery, utili-
ties appear to be a bargain as a
sector that is appealing on a valu-
ation basis in comparison to other
areas of the market.

Eaton Vance Utilities Fund (A-
shares without sales charges) has

beaten the S&P 500 Composite
Index and the S&P Utilities Index
for the one-, three-, five- and ten-
year periods as of 11/30/02. The
Fund’s A-shares are ahead of more
than 97 percent of its peers in the
Lipper Utilities Classification
year-to-date as of December 6,
2002 according to Lipper Inc. With
the sector having taken such
tricky turns, conservative man-
agement has proven that it was
still possible to beat the market in
tough times.

What have been a few of Ms.
Saryan’s successful strategies?
First, she has found that through
holding more “traditional” utili-
ties—companies that are regu-
lated and pay dividends—risk has
been minimized. Although there

are many good investments both
in regulated and de-regulated util-
ities, the key is keeping an eye on
future change in regulations. If a
significant change in legislation is
on the horizon, decisions have to
be made in regard to how the new
regulations will affect certain com-
panies and industries within the
sector. Second, diversifying a port-
folio with international holdings
spreads out risk geographically.
Third, a strict sell discipline helps
to decrease risk as well. Also,
emphasizing predictability in the
companies she invests in, as
opposed to focusing only on poten-
tial big returns, is key in an unsta-
ble market. All of these elements
have helped to keep Eaton Vance
Utilities Fund ahead of the game.

Ms. Saryan made an early call
on the stocks of Enron and World-
Com, choosing to exit the Fund’s
position in these companies before
scandal erupted—and did so at a
profit. She says, “Our main way of
reducing risk is fundamental
analysis; we really are on top of the
companies.” She could not make
sense of the financial reports of
these corporations and felt that the
companies’ balance sheets were no
longer sound. Relying on conviction
in her analytical ability and
research proved to be critical. 

Eaton Vance Corp., a Boston-
based investment management
firm, is traded on the New York
Stock Exchange under the symbol
EV. Eaton Vance and its affiliates
manage over $57 billion in assets. 

Is Now The Time To Re-Examine Utilities?

An Increasing Current of Pop-
ularity? Many believe the utility
sector is poised for a rebound.

(NAPSA)—Few behavior prob-
lems strain the relationship
between cats and owners more
than when the cat refuses to use
its litter box. In fact, nonuse of the
litter box is the number one
behavioral reason millions of cats
are given up to shelters each year.

Such problems—which are not
entirely the fault of the finicky
feline—can be resolved, with a
little extra effort on the owner’s
part. Follow these five simple
steps to bring your problem cat
back to the box:

1) Replace your current lit-
ter. If cats could buy their own
litter, they’d opt for one with a
natural outdoor  scent  and  a
“paw friendly” particle size. A
new 100 percent guaranteed
product called Cat Attract™—
developed by feline-only veteri-
narian Dr. Bruce Elsey to bring
problem cats back to the box—is
a clumping clay litter that has a
natural herbal blend additive and
a texture and particle size cats
prefer. 

2) Freshen up. You don’t like
a dirty bathroom, and neither
does your cat. Remove clumps
daily. If your cat does not respond
to a clean litter box, you may
have to replace it. Some old boxes
are scratched and permeated
with a scent your cat may find
offensive.  

3) Destroy the evidence.
Once a cat has soiled an area, it
may naturally regard this area as
an appropriate place to relieve
itself. Do all that you can to elim-
inate any trace of odor from the
“trouble spot.” Clean the area
thoroughly with a liquid enzy-
matic cleaner. Avoid ammonia-
based cleaners, which actually
contribute to the problem. If your
cat still can’t resist the area, try
placing its food there; cats are
unlikely to “go” where they eat. 

4) Consider a litter box
makeover. Hooded litter boxes
are for owners, not cats. Try
removing the hood and rethink-
ing the location. Litter boxes
should be in quiet, easily accessi-
ble areas, away from bright
lights, loud noises and vibrations
such as high traffic family areas,
washing machines or furnaces.

5) Treat your cat to some
R&R. Stress is a leading cause of
litter box problems. In multiple
cat households, make sure each
cat has a separate “zone” with its
own food, water, litter box and
safe elevated perch, large enough
for just one cat. Carpeted “cat
condos” make excellent retreats.
Play with your cat for at least 15
minutes every day and make sure
your cat has plenty of toys to
stalk and chase.

Cat Attract is available at
PETsMART as well as selected
PETCO, grocery and independent
pet stores. Every bag contains a
copy of Dr. Elsey’s Litter Box
Solutions booklet. This informa-
tive booklet is also available
online at www.preciouscat.com or
you can request a free copy by
calling 1-877-311-2287.

The Scoop On Litter Box Problems

Bringing a “problem” cat back
to the litter box may be easier
than you think.

(NAPSA)—If you pride yourself
on your intelligence and reasoning
ability, then check out these puz-
zles of logic (answers below):

1. When Al and George ran a
100-meter race, Al won by five
meters. So to give George a
chance, they raced again, but this
time Al started five meters behind
the starting line. Each man ran
the race at the same speed as in
the first race. What were the
results of the second race? a. Al
won; b. George won; c. It was a tie.

2. A contractor estimated that
one of his two bricklayers would
take nine hours to build a certain
wall and the other 10 hours.
When the two bricklayers worked
together, however, 10 fewer bricks
got laid per hour. With both men
working on the job, it took exactly
five hours to build the wall. How
many bricks did it contain? a. 680;
b. 860; c. 900; d. 1024.

These questions are just two of
the many posted on various free
qualifying exams for membership
in the International High IQ Soci-
ety. The tests, which are posted on
the Society’s Web site, are linked
to an automatic online signup—
for people who score a 126 or
higher, or in the top five percent of
the population.

Rather than putting on elitist
airs, the Society is looking for
“everyday geniuses”: smart people
from all walks of life. The Society
is the second-largest organization

of its kind in the world, with mem-
bers in more than 65 countries.

“I wanted to harness the power
of the Internet to bring together
people from all over the world and
let them interact in our virtual
community,” explains Nathan
Haselbauer, president and founder
of the Society.

The Society’s Web site now
includes seven professionally
designed IQ tests—to date, they’ve
been taken by more than a million
people. To become a member, sim-
ply visit the site and take one the
seven free IQ tests. If you score
high enough, you have an opportu-
nity to join.

To learn more, or to take any of
the IQ tests, visit the Web site at
www.highiqsociety.org.

Are You An “Everyday Genius”?

A popular Web site lets people
test their IQ—and join a society
for like-minded people.

Answers
1. a. Based on the results of the first race, it takes George the same amount of time to run
95 meters as it does for Al to run 100. When Al then runs 105 meters, it is a five percent
increase in distance. George, on the other hand, in running 100 meters, has a 5.26 percent
longer distance—giving Al just enough time to win.
2. c. Bricklayer #1 lays bricks at the rate of x/9 bricks per hour, with x being the total num-
ber of bricks in the wall. Bricklayer #2 works at the rate of x/10 bricks per hour. If they
were to work together, they would work at the rate of ((19x/90) - 10) bricks per hour. Over
five hours, they would lay 900 bricks.

(NAPSA)—Every year, new fra-
grances come and old fragrances
go. There are exceptions, how-
ever—the proud perfumes and
colognes that have withstood the
test of time. Seductive and sen-
sual, these products take both the
wearer and admirer on a nostalgic
journey along a boulevard of
scented dreams. 

One example is Chantilly, com-
monly known as the first Ameri-
can fragrance. Named for the pre-
cious lace reserved for bridal veils
of royalty, this sparkling and
seductive bouquet of rose, jasmine
and orange blossom, is vintage
1941. It was also known as Rosie
the Riveter’s fragrance because of
its popularity at wartime. 

Created in 1931, the perfume
Tabu was nearly overshadowed in
popularity by its publicity cam-
paign. Featuring what’s been
referred to as the longest kiss in
advertising history, the scent’s
commercials and print ads showed
a violinist and his student locked
in a passionate embrace. While
the marketing was memorable,
the perfume itself is an unforget-
table blend of Bulgarian rose,
orange flower, jasmine, patchouli
and musk. 

Since its 1970 debut, Love’s
Baby Soft has attracted a dedi-
cated cult following. Alluring but
delicate, its baby powder-fresh
modern floral bouquet made it a
favorite pajama party scent. 

For more than 50 years, men
have embraced the clean, fresh,
citrusy scent of English Leather.
Created in 1949, the cologne was
originally called Russian Leather,
as it bore a similar smell to what
Russian saddlers used to tan

leathers. The start of the Cold
War, however, prompted a name
change—but the mossy, leathery
notes linger on. 

Perhaps the most unusual of
the classic scents is Canoe, which
was originally created in Paris in
1932—as a fragrance for women.
The product was brought to the
United States by GIs returning
from their stations in Europe.
However, when it was commer-
cially introduced in this country in
1958, it was dubbed a man’s fra-
grance—and has remained so,
despite being solely a woman’s
scent across the Atlantic. 

These five scents with a past
are all available through Dana
Classic Fragrances. To learn more,
call 800-822-8547 or visit your
nearby mass market retailer.

Classic Fragrances Offer “Scents” Of History

A Kiss To Build A Dream On—
Created in 1931, the perfume,
Tabu, featured the longest kiss in
advertising history.

(NAPSA)—The 15th Annual
Duracell Kids’ Choice Toy Survey
represents a range of the best new
and classic toys availabe. Because
the toys have been kid-tested and
kid-approved, they are likely to
bring smiles time and again. To
view the Top 10 Kids’ Picks and
for toy selection tips, visit
www.duracell.com.

NuvaRing is the world’s first
monthly vaginal ring for birth
control. A small, flexible, trans-
parent ring, it is administered dis-
creetly by women in the privacy of
her home, it works by releasing a
continuous low does of estrogen
and progestin over a 21-day
period of use. Easily inserted and
removed, Nuvaring is not a bar-
rier contraceptive and therefore
cannot be incorrectly inserted. It
is available by prescription only.
For more information, visit
www.nuvaring.com or call 1-877-
NUVARING.




